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ART MUSEUM SHOWS
YEAR'S ACCESSIONS
IN NEW EXHIBITION

The Cleveland Museum of Art today opened an exhibition of its accessions for the

past year — a period which was described by the Director, Dr. Sherman E. Lee, as

"surprising in its richness."

Works of the highest importance to any museum in the world are included in the

exhibition The Year in Review. Its principal focus, however, is the sculptured effigy of

Gudea, Ruler of Mesopotamian Lagash, the accession of which was announced earlier

this month. To this monumental figure the Museum added further ancient Near Eastern

objects including a veritable treasury of Persian pre-Achaemenid and Sasanian silver.

The Egyptian collection is enriched by a limestone sculptured relief, approximately four

feet square, dating from the New Kingdom, 19th Dynasty in the reign of Rameses II (1301-

1234 B.C.). A further monumental sculpture is the Vaishnava Trinity: a group of granite

figures: Vishnu, Shri Devi and Bhu Devi from South India.

A second century B.C. Hellenistic bronze from Alexandria, a newly-discovered

and historically pivotal Imperial Mughal illuminated manuscript, the Gotha Missal

(announced earlier this year) and the graceful Immaculata by Ignatz Gunther demonstrate

equally high quality on a greatly reduced scale.

Two groups of paintings, one French, the other Far Eastern, also command seri-

ous appreciation. An anonymous Burgundian portrait of noble youth painted in the late

15th century hovers at the threshold of the French Renaissance. Fragonard and Corot

are among the most typical of French artists and among this year's Cleveland accessions

are long lost and newly discovered works by these masters. The Corot is a major ex-

pression of the painter's fresh and youthful classicism tempered by a cooly observant

eye . The Fragonard is a surprise — his Morpheus is a masculine and dramtic work by

a master of the delicate air, best known for his paintings of the lords and ladies of the

Court of Louis XV.
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The new Far Eastern paintings are described by Dr. Lee as "the finest single

year's acquisition in our history." The scrolls by the Chinese masters, Wu Ch&
v
n,

Chao Meng-fu, and Ch'iu Ying are among their best known and most interesting works.

The remounted panel by So-ami comes from a well-documented Japanese series — the

only complete panel from the Daisen-in commission outside Japan and one of the richest

demonstrations of large-scale monochrome ink painting.

Also included among the 1963 accessions are:

A bronze sculpture, RUNNING WOMAN (Atalanta?) by Maffeo Olivieri, Italian,

(1484-1543/44);

A terra cotta Mexican sculpture FIGURE OF A WARRIOR from the late Classic

Mayan period;

A Flemish oil LANDSCAPE WITH VENUS AND ADONIS by Gillis van Coninxloo,

(1544-1606);

THE WOOD CHOPPER, an early oil by George Inness, American, (1825-1894);

A Dutch STILL LIFE by Willem Kalf (1619/22-1693);

An Austrian oil PRESENTATION OF CHRIST IN THE TEMPLE by Franz Anton

Maulbertsch (1724-1796);

A group of fourteen watercolors by the Cleveland artist, William Sommer;

Drawings by Durer (German, 1471-1528) and Lorenzo di Credi (Italian, 1456-1537);

A Rembrandt etching of JAN LUTMA, THE ELDER, GOLDSMITH AND SCULPTOR;

Three contemporary pieces: an oil LANDSCAPE by Arshile Gorky (American,

1904-1948); Mark Tobey's COMPOSITION CIRCULAIRE, tempera on wood, dated 1960;

and James Wines' RITUAL TOWER I, dated 1959.

Photographs and an illustrated catalog of THE YEAR IN REVIEW exhibition are

available upon request.

The exhibition closes January 5, 1964.
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